Many interconnection networks can be constructed with line digraph iterations. A digraph has super link-connectivity d if it has link-connectivity d and every link-cut of cardinality d consists of either all out-links coming from a node, or all in-links ending at a node, excluding loop. In this paper, we show that the link-digraph iteration preserves super link-connectivity.
Introduction
Consider a digraph. A link-cut is natural if it consists of either all out-links other than loop at a node or all in-links other than loop at a node. A digraph has super link-connectivity d if it has link-connectivity d and every link-cut of cardinality d is natural.
Consider a digraph G = (V; E). The line digraph of G is deÿned by L(G) = (E; {(u; v); (v; w) | (u; v); (v; w) ∈ E}); that is, L(G) takes the link set E of G as its node set and there exists a link from a node x to another node y in L(G) if x ends at the starting node of y in G.
The line digraph iteration preserves the link-connectivity, that is, the line digraph of a d-link-connected digraph is still d-link-connected. Can the line digraph iteration also preserve the super link-connectivity? In this paper, we will give a positive answer that the line digraph of a super d-link-connected digraph must be super d-link-connected.
This result has many applications in interconnection networks since many interconnection networks are constructed with line digraph iterations [3, 16, 7, 19, 10, 20, 9, 11] .
The result also yields a corollary on super connectivity deÿned as follows: Clearly, all ending nodes of out-links at any node form a node-cut. All starting nodes of inedges at any node also form a node-cut. Those node-cuts are called natural node-cuts. A digraph has super connectivity d if it has connectivity d and every node-cut of cardinality d is natural.
The super connectivity is an important issue studied in interconnection networks [6, 22, 2, 18] .
Suppose G has super connectivity d. Could this imply that L(G) has super connectivity d? The answer is NO. A counterexample is as shown in Fig. 1 . However, as a corollary, we will show that if
Main result
Note that a natural node-cut of L(G) may not be a natural link-cut of G. However, we have the following result. Proof. First, assume G has super link-connectivity d. Then L(G) has connectivity d. Thus, every node has out-degree and in-degree at least d. Consider a node-cut C of L(G), with cardinality d. C is a link-cut of G and hence is natural. Without loss of generality, assume that C consists of all out-links other than loop at a node v. If v has a loop (v; v), then the loop (v; v) has out-degree d and C is exactly the set of ending nodes of those d out-links. Hence, C is a natural node-cut of L(G). If v has no loop, then every in-link at v as a node in L(G) has out-degree d and C is exactly the set of ending nodes of those d out-links. Hence, C is a natural node-cut of L(G). Conversely, assume L(G) has super connectivity d. Then G has link-connectivity d. Consider a link-cut C of G, with cardinality d. C is a node-cut of L(G) and hence is natural in L(G). Without loss of generality, assume that C is the set of ending nodes of all out-links at a node (u; v) in L(G). Note that C does not contain loop in G since C is a minimum link-cut of G. Therefore, C consists of all out-links at v in G, that is, C is natural.
It is quite interesting that the super link-connectivity is preserved by line digraph operations while the super connectivity is not.
Proof. Consider a minimum link-cut C of L(G). Suppose C breaks the node set of L(G) into two parts A and B such that no link other than those in C is from A to B. Let
We next show several claims. 
Proof. For contradiction, suppose
where V (G) is the node set of G. Note that {y | (u; y) ∈ A − U } ⊆ Y . Thus, X = ∅ and Y = ∅. Moreover, every link (y; x) from a node y in Y to a node x in X must belong to A (since (y; x) ∈ B implies y ∈ X ) and hence belongs to U . Therefore, U is a link-cut of G.
Similarly, we can show that W is a link-cut of G. Note that |U |6|C| = d and |W |6|C| = d. Since G has super link-connectivity d, both U and W are natural linkcuts of cardinality d. In particular, U and W do not contain any loop. Hence, we have |C| = |U | = |W |. It follows that any two links U cannot share the same ending node. Therefore, U must consist of out-links at a node x and W must consist of in-links at a node y (Fig. 2) . It also follows that |V | = |C|.
Choose v ∈ V . Note that U and W do not contain any loop. Then every out-link at v, not in W , must belong to A − U . Thus, any path from v to y not passing link (v; y) must pass some link in U − {(x; v)}. (Otherwise, the path will go from a link in A − U to a link in B. This produces a link from A to B in L(G), not in C, a contradiction.) This means that (U − {(x; v)}) ∪ {(v; y)} is also a link-cut of G, with cardinality d, which is not natural, contradicting the super link-connectivity of G. 
By Claims 1 and 3, every minimum link-cut of L(G) is a natural link-cut of cardinality d. Therefore, L(G) has super link-connectivity d.
The counterexample in Fig. 1 tells us that in general, a digraph having super connectivity d may not have super link-connectivity d. However, Theorem 1 tells us that this is true for a special family of digraphs-line digraphs.
Applications
When an interconnection network contains possible node-faults there are two faulttolerance measures in the literature [1, [13] [14] [15] .
The ÿrst one is the connectivity. The second one is the probability of the remaining network being connected when nodes fail with certain probabilistic distribution. Let F be the family of all node-cuts of a digraph G. By the exclusion-inclusion principal,
where Prob(c) is the probability of all nodes in c fail. When all nodes are independent, Prob(c) is a product of failure probabilities of nodes in c. Therefore, if every node has the same fault probability of a small number, then Prob(G connected) depends mainly on the number of the minimum node-cuts. The number of the minimum natural node-cuts is certainly a lower bound of the number of minimum node-cuts. Therefore, the super-connected digraph reaches maximum fault-tolerance in certain sense.
Given a degree bound d, many constructions have been found in the literature to achieve the maximum connectivity d and near-minimum diameter [21, 8] , including Kautz digraphs [16] , cyclically modiÿed de Bruijn digraphs [8, 17] , generalized cycles [10] , etc. Do they also have super connectivity? In this section, we study some of them. 
Discussion
The line digraph iteration preserves the degree, that is, the line digraph of a d-regular digraph is still d-regular. This is a very important property di erent from line graph iteration. This property enables the line digraph iteration to become a very useful tool to construct interconnection networks. In this paper, we showed that the line digraph iteration preserves the super connectivity under certain condition. We also established that two families of generalized cycles are super connected. Recently, generalized cycles have been studied extensively [10, 4, 5, 12] . They contain many important interconnection networks as special cases.
